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Culmination of Ptolemaic Astronomy

Figure: Armillary Sphere, 1593
Source: Galileo Museum, Florence
Last Time Anybody Tried This For Economics . . .

Bill Phillips (a Kiwi!):

Figure: MONIAC Hydraulic Model of the Economy

Source: Reserve Bank of New Zealand
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After 30 years of reverse engineering of Epicycles:

From practitioners, not uncommon to see claims like:

\[ \text{RA DSGE Models Match The Data Remarkably Well} \]

This A Bug Not A Feature
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    - If NIPA-indistinguishable in principle, we'll never know
    - If NIPA-distinguishable, wait a *long* time
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Results For A Benchmark Model

Figure: Precautionary Drop In \( C \) When Uncertainty Doubles
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How Our Young Science Will Mature

Figure: The Rise And Fall of “DSGE”

Source: *The Economist* via Noah Smith
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- Saves years learning tricky model-solution algorithms
- Standardized ‘mod’ files can be swapped:
  - Easy to build on others’ models
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Key things holding HA Macro back?

Same things that held back RA DSGE modeling pre-DYNARE

- Death Star 2 much much bigger than Death Star ...
- Too hard to build a Death Start 2 from scratch
  - You’ve Got to inherit code from your advisor
- Tower of Babel problem:
  - Victor speaks Fortran77, I speak Mathematica, Greg speaks Matlab
  - Even if you post your code ...
  - ... might take me longer to understand it than to write myself
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